Palaeoecology of giraffe tracks in Late Pleistocene aeolianites on the Cape south coast

Until now there have been no reliable historical or skeletal fossil records for the giraffe (*Giraffa camelopardalis*) south of the Orange River or northern Namaqualand. The recent discovery of fossil giraffe tracks in coastal aeolianites east of Still Bay, South Africa, significantly increases the geographical range for this species, and has implications for Late Pleistocene climate and vegetation in the southern Cape. Giraffe populations have specialised needs, and require a savanna ecosystem. Marine geophysical and geological evidence suggests that the broad, currently submerged floodplains of the Gouritz and Breede Rivers likely supported a productive savanna of *Vachellia karroo* during Pleistocene glacial conditions, which would have provided a suitable habitat for this species. We show evidence for the hypothesis that the opening of the submerged shelf during glacial periods acted as a pathway for mammals to migrate along the southern coastal plain.

**Significance:**
- The identification of fossil giraffe tracks on the Cape south coast, far from the area in which giraffe have previously been known to occur, is unexpected; conclusions about prehistoric conditions and vegetation can be drawn from this discovery.

**Introduction**

Pleistocene aeolianites, the lithified remains of ancient dune systems, extend intermittently along much of the South African coastline, where the conditions were favourable for the deposition and subsequent preservation of these features. They are sensitive barometers of fluctuations in palaeoenvironments, as archived in their orientation, geometry, palaeontology and archaeological content. Exposed bedding planes characterise these sequences, and may contain ichnofossils. Aeolianites outcrop along much of the Cape south coast. In this area, a broad continental shelf is currently submerged but various authors have postulated the role of this shelf and its link to submerged landscapes — the opening of a landscape over which mammals could migrate without the impact of the Cape Fold Belt, supporting populations that were hunted by ancient people and carnivores and fossilised in caves and rock shelters.

A ground survey by the lead author (C.H.) between 2007 and 2016 of a 275-km stretch of coastline along the Cape south coast, from Witsand in the west to Robberg in the east (Figure 1), identified over a hundred Late Pleistocene trackway sites. These sites provide a rich source of palaeoecological information independent of the fossil remains that traditionally form the main data set for palaeoecological reconstruction. Fossil remains in caves and rock shelters are normally the remains of hunted prey and thus represent a biased sub-set of the animals on the landscape. In contrast, trackways have no such predation selection but rather are a direct reflection of the animals’ locomotion and their frequency of walking across ancient land surfaces, although there is often a preservational bias towards larger, heavier trackmakers, which tend to leave deeper tracks. The bones of larger mammals are less likely to be transported to caves and rock shelters, so body fossil sites and track sites provide complementary sources of palaeoecological information. While many such track sites in the southern Cape occur in situ, others have been eroded out and lie as loose blocks at the base of cliffs. Some tracks can be attributed to extinct species or subspecies, while others indicate range differences compared with historical records or the fossil record. The age of the aeolianites can be obtained with optical stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating, which now allows the trackways to be much more accurately dated and placed on a geological timescale.

The giraffe track site described here occurs east of Still Bay, within a rare zone of concentration of fossil track sites. Some 120 m to the east of the site there is a significant accumulation of elephant tracks, which beyond this point remain evident in profile and as casts in a 300 m laterally persistent, low-angled, cross-laminated facies. Roberts et al. provided an analysis of these elephant and associated tracks, including geochronological control by the application of OSL and amino-acid racemisation dating, confirming their Late Pleistocene age. Some 300 m to the west of the giraffe track site lies a large displaced block, which contains probable tracks of four species of the Late Pleistocene megafauna. Numerous other fossil tracks have been identified between these sites.

**Geological context**

The ~600-km Cape south coast represents a tract of relatively low-relief coastal plain bordered at its landward geographic limit by the Cape Fold Belt and at the seaward margin by the Indian Ocean. The basement geology in the area investigated consists of Ordovician to Silurian quartzites of the Table Mountain Group and Devonian age Bokkeveld Group shales with interbedded sandstone packages.

The south coast offshore area is distinguished by its wide, planed continental shelf forming the Agulhas Bank (~270 km wide south of Cape Agulhas) with a shelf break shoaling from a depth of ~200 m off Cape Agulhas to ~140 m south of Port Elizabeth. In general, the south coast is characterised by a wide, flat outer shelf, a middle shelf rise at a water depth of about 80–80 m, a relatively flat inner shelf and a narrow (~2–14 km), sediment-free rocky nearshore zone. A series of bathymetric nick points and erosional terraces across the shelf at 105–100 m, 80–75 m, 55–50 m and ~40 m water depths are evidence of previous sea level stillstands.
The rapid and globally extensive changes of Quaternary climates resulted in glacio-eustatic sea-level oscillations with maximum regressions exposing the entire Agulhas Bank. The Holocene sediment wedge is a quasi-continuous unconsolidated sediment feature stretching approximately 1500 km from the east to the south coast along the inner to mid-shelf. The major source of terrigenous sediment supply is by fluvial discharge from major rivers, which would have been substantial contributors to the sediments blanketing this ancient plain.

The Late Pleistocene coastal trackways, including the giraffe track site, occur in the Waenhuiskrans Formation of the Bredasdorp Group. Numerous subsequent geochronological investigations have been performed in rocks of the Waenhuiskrans Formation through OSL, thermally transferred OSL and amino-acid racemisation dating. The great majority of these are from MIS (Marine Isotope Stage) 6 to MIS 5b, with limited MIS 11 deposits dated at ~400 ka. The dating studies performed at the elephant track sites and palaeosols east of the giraffe site yielded an age range from MIS 6 to MIS 5b (140±8.3 ka to 91±4.6 ka).

Track preservation may have been promoted by the favourable substrate constituted by moist sand, swift burial as a result of high sedimentation rates, and the high bioclastic carbonate content of coastal dunes and inter-dune areas. In the region of the giraffe track site, aeolianite rocks form cliffs up to 50 m in height along a rugged 6 km stretch of coastline. Storm surges and high spring tides cause cliff collapse, which results in a high rate of removal of exposed tracks, with the likelihood of new trackways being exposed.

Methods

Nine visits were conducted to the coastline east of Still Bay by the first author (C.H.) between 2007 and 2011. A further visit was conducted in 2016 in order to assess the fate of the main elephant site first described by Roberts et al. During this visit, the giraffe track site was identified. Global Positioning System (GPS) readings were obtained for the track site using a handheld GPS device. Measurements and photographs were taken of the track-bearing surface and the better-preserved tracks. Photogrammetry was performed using a Canon PowerShot D30 camera. Point clouds and digital terrain models were compiled using Agisoft Photoscan Professional (v.1.0.4) and colour topographic profiles were created with CloudCompare (v.2.6.3.beta).

Geological outcrops were investigated in the field by means of correlation to known and documented deposits for which stratigraphic links could be demonstrated. At the site described here, standard field techniques were applied in understanding the context of the ichnofossils. Vertical logs were compiled from the coastal cliffs, the thicknesses of beds and foresets were measured, dip and strike readings were taken on strata to determine palaeowind direction, and geological samples were obtained for thin sections and petrography (Figure 2).

Results

The giraffe track site was not noted during any of the visits between 2007 and 2011, but was readily identified during the 2016 visit. Locality information for this site is repositioned at the African Centre for Coastal Palaeoscience. The exposed ichnofossil surface is nestled between a prominent cliff to the north and the Indian Ocean to the south, on a wave-cut platform (Figure 3). The track-bearing surface cannot be extended through excavation.

The tracks are aligned in an approximate north-south, downslope direction on an in-situ surface that measures 3.9 m from north to south and 7.9 m from east to west. They are located in the basal geological unit of the sequence of deposits on the coastal cliffs, which are dominated by calcarenite-composition aeolianite. Variable cementation of the aeolianites has resulted in positive weathering of select surfaces and the layer containing the giraffe ichnofossils is competent. Beds are shallowly dipping (10°–15°) and were laid down by southwesterly winds, likely the prevailing conditions at the time. Based on correlations to the reported stratigraphy, we suggest that these deposits date to MIS 5e as the published ages for this unit obtained less than 1 km to the east are 126±7.1 ka and 121±6.5 ka. Dating studies above and below the giraffe track horizon would allow this site to be placed with greater certainty within the southern African Pleistocene track record.
**Figure 2:** A comparison of the geological section investigated for this work and the known and dated stratigraphy from the region. (a, b) Annotated photograph and logged section for this work. (c) Sedimentary log and photograph of context from Roberts et al.² (d) Legend for the symbols and structures shown on both sedimentary logs.

**Figure 3:** Giraffe tracks on rock surface perched above the Indian Ocean.
There is considerable encrustation and boring of the surface with a modern gastropod species, *Nodilittorina africana knysnaensis*, which inhabits the highest intertidal zone, the littorina.\textsuperscript{19} The littorina is partially submerged during high tides and is impacted by ocean wave action. The tracks are subject to degradation both by wave action and the lithophagic effects of the gastropods in establishing their domicile burrows (*Domichnia*) on the hardgrounds supplied by the consolidated Pleistocene aeolianites.

A total of 12 tracks are currently visible; the best preserved tracks are found at the southern end of the site, where the largest and the smallest tracks occur (Figures 4–6 and Table 1). Although individual trackways are probably present, they cannot be identified with certainty, and pace length and stride length cannot be confidently determined. Two tracks display partial over-printing. Minimal displacement rims are evident.

**Identity of the trackmaker**

The tracks appear morphologically consistent with those of the giraffe (Artiodactyla, Giraffidae, *Giraffa camelopardalis*). Other than giraffe, there are no extant mammals in southern Africa that leave tracks with these dimensions.\textsuperscript{20,21} Many of the coastal Late Pleistocene trackways that have been identified were made by bovids (Bovidae). In most cases these even-toed ungulate tracks cannot be identified to species level, and the terms ‘large bovid’, ‘medium bovid’ and ‘small bovid’ have to suffice. Exceptions include trackmakers with specialised hoof structure, e.g. the klipspringer (*Oreotragus oreotragus*) or adult tracks with distinctive size associated with differences in shape, such as the buffalo species *Syncerus caffer* and *Syncerus antiquus*. However, in comparing adult tracks of extant Giraffidae and Bovidae, the distinction is simpler, as giraffe tracks are uniquely large and long, relatively narrow compared with the largest bovids, and with a distinctive shape to the interdigital sulcus in well-preserved tracks. The better-preserved tracks at this site exhibit these characteristics. The presence of smaller tracks with similar morphology suggests that a family group may have made the tracks.

Sivathere (short-necked giraffe) need to be excluded as potential trackmakers. We contend that sivathere are unlikely on two grounds. Firstly, while the extinction date for *Sivatherium maurosi*, the African representative of the giant short-necked giraffes, cannot be determined with precision\textsuperscript{22}, the most recent documented date of its occurrence in the western or southern Cape is 400 ka at Elandsfontein\textsuperscript{23,24}. Possible Late Pleistocene sivathere teeth were recovered at Florisbad (north of Bloemfontein) in 1926, but have been lost.\textsuperscript{25} Secondly, while globally there appear to be no records of sivathere trackways, the massive sivathere had very robust limb bones, along with substantially longer ossicones than extant giraffe. These factors, considered in the context of Lockley’s observation that ‘hooves follow horns’\textsuperscript{26}, and Harris’ comparative measurements of sivathere and giraffe\textsuperscript{22}, suggest that sivathere tracks would not only be larger, but would also be relatively wider than the tracks of *G. camelopardalis*. The fact that the tracks east of Still Bay appear morphologically identical to those of *G. camelopardalis* supports the giraffe as the trackmaker.

Amongst the known Pleistocene megafauna in the southern Cape, the giant hartebeest (*Megalotragus*) merits consideration as a trackmaker. Although significantly larger than the extant red hartebeest (*Alcelaphus buselaphus*) and other alcelaphines, and although fossil tracks of this species have not been documented, the track morphology of this species would likely resemble that of other alcelaphines, and a track length of over 20 cm appears implausible (the track length of the red hartebeest has been recorded as 8.5–9 cm by Liebenberg\textsuperscript{20} and 8–10 cm by Stuart and Stuart\textsuperscript{21}). The giant hartebeest is documented on the south coast in MIS 2 deposits at Nelson Bay Cave and MIS 5 and MIS 4 deposits at Klasies River.\textsuperscript{27}

The final possibility is that the trackmaker was a hitherto undescribed member of the Pleistocene megafauna, with tracks that resemble those of the modern giraffe. While such a possibility cannot be completely excluded, it appears to be remote.
Figure 5: (a) Image capture of a 3D photogrammetry model of the giraffe track site. (b) Photogrammetry colour mesh of the giraffe track site. The arrow indicates the track featured in Figure 6. The 3D model was generated with Agisoft Photoscan Professional (v. 1.0.4) using 592 images from a Canon PowerShot D30 (focal length 5 mm; resolution 4000 x 3000; pixel size 1.5494 µm x 1.5494 µm). Photos were taken an average 0.27 m from the surface. The surface model error is 0.142808 pix. The final images were rendered using CloudCompare (v.2.6.3.beta). White horizontal scale bar (centre) is 1 m. Vertical scale is in metres.

Figure 6: Tight view of a single giraffe track with same photogrammetry metrics as Figure 5. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres.

Table 1: Selected track dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track description</th>
<th>Maximum length (cm)</th>
<th>Maximum width (cm)</th>
<th>Maximum depth (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult (in Figure 6)</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purported juvenile</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Pliocene giraffid tracks recorded at Laetoli (3660 ka)²⁸ had dimensions of 17 cm x 12.5 cm²⁹. Holocene giraffe tracks, thought to be hundreds of years old, were recorded from the Kuiseb Delta in Namibia.³⁰ We contend that the Still Bay trackways are the only Pleistocene giraffe tracks recorded thus far in southern Africa.

Historical records

Historically, giraffe in the Cape Province were mainly confined to 29°S (in the Orange River valley) and further north, associated with riverine woodland and arid savanna, respectively. There is no record of giraffe occurring south of 30°S. The southernmost record was at the Sproet River, Namaqualand, as noted by Van Meerhoff, 28 November 1663.³¹ Here giraffe may have persisted in the Vachellia karroo woodlands of the Namaqualand river valleys as well as in isolated patches of V. erioloba on deep, sandy soils.³² Sclater³³ noted that by 1761 ‘there does not seem to be any evidence of the occurrence of this animal south of the Orange River’. Mitchell and Skinner³⁴ indicate that ‘modem African giraffes were well known to the Khoisan as far south as Graaff Reinet’, but provide no reference for this statement.

Skead³⁵ noted that: ‘…Namaqualand in the north-west Cape is the most southerly district in which the giraffe has been known in historical times, and probably for long before that’. Skead³⁵ also noted an 1837 report by Herschel of four giraffe near Cape Town³⁶. However, this report appears to refer to giraffe in captivity.

Rock art records

A rock art site from the Hex River Valley includes compelling fine line images of at least two giraffe (Site no. Hx BF 3, slide numbered 13) in Buffelshekokloof on the farm Kanetvlei, latitude 33°31’ S. The images are yellow-orange in colour and were recorded as being 170 mm in height and in poor condition. Beside them antelope-shaped images were recorded, superimposed with finger dots. Figure 7 presents a tracing of these images.³⁷

Figure 7: Tracings of giraffe rock art from Buffelshekokloof, Kanetvlei, Hex River Valley.
The rock art of the Hex River Valley includes entoptic images, finger dots and handprints, and the depiction of sheep (which are not known in the archaeological record of southern Africa before approximately 2.0–1.6 ka). It was probably executed in the final phase of the rock art tradition in the southwestern Cape by peoples who occupied the area within the last 2 ka. Evidence suggests that handprints, finger dots and strokes in the Western Cape are later in the dating sequence than fine line paintings. Paintings of handprints and finger dots are superimposed on antelope in the same shelter as the images of giraffe, suggesting that the inanimate images were executed later in the chronological sequence.

However, rock art images of giraffe cannot be regarded as a proxy for the historical distribution of the species, as they may simply reflect awareness by the artists that these distinctive mammals occurred further north. The Hex River Valley does provide access to areas further north from which historical records are known.

The only other possible San rock art of giraffe in the Cape has been recorded from the Eastern Cape near the Swart Kei River and near Whittlesea in the Queenstown District. It is also contended that these images may represent mountain rockdub. This species, although relatively long-necked in comparison to most other ungulates, has forward-pointing horns which are distinct from the ossicones of the giraffe. The Hex River images appear consistent with the depiction of giraffe ossicones rather than redbuck horns.

**Fossil records**

Skead noted ‘signs that in prehistoric times a giraffe or giraffe-like animal lived as far south as Darling’ (−33.33°S), mentioning a report by Cooke of fossil specimens from this area in the South African Museum in Cape Town. However, Skead noted further that Hendey, the palaeoentomologist at the museum, knew of no other fossils having been found at that site, and had cast doubt on the locality. Harris in his description of Giraffoidea attributed mid-Pleistocene age to this possible site. Harris described a sivathere species and a giraffine species in Pliocene deposits at Langebaanweg (−33.03°S).

The Cape south coast has a diversity of fossil palaeoarchives that have samples of fossil animal remains dating from the Pleistocene and Holocene. These represent the predation and collection activities of primarily modern humans, hyenas, jackals, leopards and porcupines. Giraffe are regularly predated by humans with advanced projectile weapons and/or poison technologies, e.g. the Hadza. Giraffe are not regularly predated by hyenas, leopards and jackals, although hyenas and jackals will scavenge them when possible. It is important to note that the bones of very large mammals like giraffe are not as readily transported by predators as the bones of smaller prey, so there is a taphonomic filter that biases their presence in palaeoarchives such as caves and rock shelters.

Giraffe fossils are not reported from palaeoarchives on the south coast, despite there being some very large samples collected by a diversity of bone-collecting agents. Several sites have sediments that date to the likely time of the giraffe track site, Pinnacle Point (PP) 13B and PP50 have MIS 6 sediments and giraffe are not reported. Blombos, PP113B and Klasies River have MIS 5 sediments and no reported giraffe remains. There is a large sample of fauna dating from MIS 2–1 at Nelson Bay Cave, and giraffe are not reported. It would seem that the giraffe track site provides a unique record, perhaps because giraffe were not predated or their remains were not regularly transported to these caves. This finding highlights the fact that ichnofossils can provide an independent record of past animal occurrences that expands on the records provided by traditional fossil archives.

**Past distribution of giraffe in KwaZulu-Natal**

Cramer and Mazel found no reliable historical records of giraffe in KwaZulu-Natal, nor any rock art of giraffe. However, they noted reports of giraffe bones at three archaeological sites, the southernmost of which was Sibudu Cave, latitude 29°31'S. The most recent of these sites was dated at 1 ka.

**Implications of the palaeoecology of the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain**

Recent reviews of the palaeoecology of the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain can be found in Marean et al. and Copeland et al. The faunal composition of the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain was first revealed by publications on the fossil faunal remains from Nelson Bay Cave and Klasies River. More recent publications of faunal assemblages from Blombos and Pinnacle Point have added to this body of data. It is important to note that these assemblages were accumulated primarily by humans, and modern hunter–gatherers sample with a ~10 km daily foraging radius, so the assemblages represent both interior and Palaeo-Agulhas Plain faunas. The Pleistocene samples all include both browsing and grazing species, with the grazers being more abundant, and the browsing species being typical of the Cape fauna today such as grysbok, grey duiker and bushbuck. The species absent from the Cape today and present in these Pleistocene assemblages include large-bodied grazers typical of African savanna ecosystems. The large-bodied grazing faunal suite includes many extinct species. Marean hypothesised that when sea levels retreated, this exposed plain was the location of a seasonal migration ecosystem with animals wintering in the west to exploit green forage in the winter rainfall regime, and then moving east in the summer to forage the green summer rainfall grasses. A strontium isotope analysis showed that these grazing species lived almost exclusively on the Palaeo-Agulhas plain and did not venture inland in any significant manner. An analysis of age at death data of fossil blue antelope is consistent with a seasonal migratory movement.

The emergence of the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain is strictly controlled by sea level and the position of resultant shorelines. Interpretation of marine geophysical data in the Mossel Bay area suggests a low-relief ‘plains’ landscape offshore of the southern coastal plain, and this region was dominated by shallowly incised rivers with vast floodplains and wetlands. Cemented seafloor deposits, as well as a mobile wedge of unconsolidated sediment available for dune construction through times of sea-level regression, provide evidence that the aeolianite deposits on the present day coastal plain are the fringing remnants of a dominance of comparable deposits on the adjacent shelf.

Contemporary giraffe populations in southern Africa are invariably associated with subtropical savanna, mostly dominated by deciduous acacias (Vachellia spp.) with a field layer of summer-growing, C4 grasses. Their presence in the southern Cape fossil record, far south of their current range, has important implications for the Late Pleistocene climate and vegetation of the region. Most noteworthy is the requirement for extensive subtropical savanna, a habitat that is rare in the present landscape, being confined to the alluvial soils of the incised valleys of the Gouritz, Breede, Great Brak and Little Brak Rivers. This is the ‘doringveld’ of Vlok et al., comprising an open and species-poor stratum of relatively low (3–5 m) trees, dominated by deciduous V. karroo, and a field layer of largely ephemeral grasses and karroid shrubs. Although several introductions of this species to this habitat have occurred in the recent past, it appears unlikely that this habitat can sustainably support populations of giraffe. However, when complemented with evergreen thicket, a habitat that would likely have been widespread on the calcareous substrata that dominated the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain, the sustainance of a giraffe population appears more realistic.

The giraffe populations of the Late Pleistocene southern Cape likely occurred on the wide, alluvial valleys of the aforementioned rivers, which meandered across the low-gradient Palaeo-Agulhas Plain, when it was exposed during glacial conditions. While appropriate edaphic conditions, namely fertile alluvial soils, certainly existed to support giraffe habitat at this time, there is less certainty regarding the climate. Isotopic evidence derived from speleothems from Pinnacle Point shows shifts from C3 vegetation and winter rain to C4 grasses and summer rain at several times during the Middle and Late Pleistocene, notably at the transition between MIS 5 and MIS 4 (about 74 ka). The invasion of the usually temperate Southern Cape by subtropical biomes (C4 grassland and savanna) during these transitional intervals would have provided habitat suitable for giraffe and many other ungulate species.
observed in the Pleistocene fossil record, including several species now extinct or occurring many hundreds of kilometres to the east and north.

**Conservation**

The likelihood is that the track surface became exposed at some point since 2011, as it would likely have been noted during searches for track sites during visits between 2007 and 2011. Visits in 2017 revealed interim partial degradation of the track surface caused by erosion. Given its precarious perch, the likelihood of it falling into the ocean is high. The slab is probably too heavy for helicopter retrieval to be considered. Preserving it with a substance such as Paraloid® would help prevent erosion by weather and gastropods on the surface, but would not prevent its collapse into the Indian Ocean. The photogrammetry that has been performed allows for the reproduction of the track surface. Alternatively, the creation of a replica using latex or silicone would be feasible. The nearby museum in Still Bay would potentially form a suitable repository for such specimens, and for their interpretation. The richness of the ichnofauna along the coastline east of Still Bay, and the ephemeral nature of exposed track sites, makes the need for regular ichnological surveys desirable.

**Conclusions**

The discovery of a Pleistocene giraffe track site on the Cape south coast is unexpected, given the lack of known skeletal material in the region and the recorded historical distribution of the species. Our description of the earliest known evidence for giraffes in this region has significant palaeoecological implications because of the specialised feeding niches of giraffes which require a savanna ecosystem. The likely location for this ecosystem is on the broad floodplain of the southern Cape river valleys which could have supported a savanna of *Vachellia karroo* and C4 grasses. The presence of giraffe tracks at the margin of this submerged plain is likely evidence for such vegetation.
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